
i: a [man/woman]: use plain simple English and plain simple counting systems.

:[first-middle]©
c/o 

[Address(first line)]
[Second line]

[Third line]
[POST CODE]

Lasting Power of Attorney in Fact

Let it be done, though the heavens may fall

Notice to agent is notice to principal, notice to principal is notice to agent. 

Document: [SC-005-INITIALS]

Grant of exclusive lasting power of attorney to conduct all decisions regarding health and 
welfare matters including my stated choices for vaccinations, medical procedures including 
testing, and life sustaining treatment, property and financial affairs, tax, business, and all legal 
affairs of, principal person.

Lasting Power of Attorney in Fact

The undersigned, a living, breathing, flesh, and blood [man/woman] :[first-middle]©; or any and 
all derivatives thereof, as principal an inhabitant on the natural land is the copyrighted name 
belonging to i:, a [man/woman]: whose flesh lives and whose blood flows, addressee :[first-
middle]©; c/o [address(first line), (second line), (third line), post code], a living soul, a flesh and 
blood [man/woman], principal, and title owner with the power of attorney in fact; does hereby 
designate to take exclusive charge of, manage, and conduct all of my tax, d.b.a. (doing 
business as) [FIRST MIDDLE SURNAME], also known as [FIRST SURNAME] regarding health 
and welfare matters including my stated choices for vaccinations, medical procedures including 
testing, and life sustaining treatment, property and financial affairs and all legal/lawful affairs, 
and for such purpose to act for my copyright trade name without limitations on the powers 
necessary to carry out this exclusive Power of Attorney as authorised:

[a] Named lasting power of attorney for [FIRST MIDDLE SURNAME] is :[first-middle]©; this is a 
back-up lasting power of attorney, the original documentation and registration is registered and 
stored at c/o [address(first line), (second line), (third line), post code]

[b] Upon the incapacity of :[first-middle]©; for any reason whatsoever lasting power of attorney 
passes to :[first-middle]©; the spouse of :[first-middle]©; if any;

[c]   Upon the incapacity of :[first-middle]©; for any reason whatsoever, lasting power of attorney 
passes to :[first-middle]©; the [son/daughter] of :[first-middle]©; and :[first-middle];

[d] This lasting power of attorney shall become effective immediately to allow the named 
attorney authority to make decisions regarding health and welfare matters including my stated 
choices for vaccinations, medical procedures including testing, and life sustaining treatment, 
property and financial affairs, take possession of, hold, and manage my copyright trade 
name’(s) real estate and all other property; 



The lasting power of attorney will remain with :[first]: until such time comes as incapacity for any 
reason or death. Make note that [FIRST MIDDLE SURNAME] giving lasting power of attorney to
:[first]: a [man/woman] created by The Creator will never accept any injection, nor any test, nor 
any medical procedure that is not in line with [his/her] faith in [his/her] Creator. This includes any
injection or medical product or procedure that has been created in any way using any part of 
any of The Creators creatures including animal or human; nor any testing kit inserted in the 
nasal cavity, throat or any other orifice, nor to be given blood, nor to be given remdesivir or 
medazolam or any similar acting end of life drug, nor to be placed on the Liverpool pathway or 
to have food or water withheld, nor to be disconnected from a life support machine without 
specific consent from one of the people holding the lasting power of attorney, nor to have DNR 
(do not resuscitate) placed on my records, nor to be left alone with nursing staff but to have an 
advocate present;

[e] To receive money or property paid or delivered from any source for my copyright name;

[f] To deposit funds in, make withdrawals from, or sign cheques or drafts against any account 
standing in my name, individually or jointly in any bank or other depository to cash coupons, 
Bonds or certificates of deposits; to endorse cheques, notes or other documents in my copyright
trade name; to have access to and place items in or remove items from any safety deposit box 
standing in my copyright trade name, individually or jointly and otherwise; to conduct bank 
transactions or business for me in my name;

[g] To pay for my copyright trade name, any just debts and expenses, including reasonable 
expenses incurred by my Attorney in Fact :[first-middle]©; in exercising this exclusive lasting 
power of attorney;    

(h) To retain any investment; invest and to invest in stocks, bonds or other securities, or in real   
estate or other property in my copyright trade name;   

(i) To give general and special proxies or exercise rights of conversion, or rights with respect to 
shares or securities; to deposit shares or securities with, or transfer them to protective 
committees or similar bodies; to join in any re-organisation and pay assessments or 
subscriptions called for, in connection with shares or securities;

(j) To sell, exchange, lease, give options and make contracts concerning real estate or other 
property for such considerations and such terms as my attorney in fact :[first-middle]© may 
consider prudent;

(k) To improve or develop real estate; to construct, alter, or repair building structures and 
appurtenances or real estate; to settle boundary lines, easements, and other rights with respect 
to real estate; to plant, cultivate, harvest and sell or otherwise dispose of crops and timber, and 
do all things necessary or appropriate for the well-being of the man of the Land;

(l) To provide for the use, maintenance, repair, security or storage of my tangible property; 

(m) To purchase and maintain such policies of insurance against liability, fire, casualty or other 
risks as my attorney in fact :[first-middle]© may consider prudent;

The living [man/woman] and soul, :[first-middle]© is hereby authorised by law to act for and be 
in control of my legal fiction trade name [FIRST MIDDLE SURNAME], or any derivative thereof. 



In addition, through the exclusive lasting power of attorney, to contract for all business and legal 
affairs of my copyright :[first-middle]©, [he/she] is however not the trustee of the [FIRST 
MIDDLE SURNAME] trust, [he/she] is the beneficiary.

I: a [man/woman] :[first-middle]©; have an inalienable right of use of the trade name [FIRST 
MIDDLE SURNAME] also known as [FIRST SURNAME] to establish the benefits and use the 
benefits created by the trust through non-disclosure of events that had taken place without my 
knowledge, agreeance, acceptance nor consent due to my infancy at the time of said events.  

The term exclusive shall be construed to mean that while these powers of attorney are in force, 
only the attorney in fact may obligate the copyright trade name in these matters, and the 
copyright trade name cannot obligate with regard to the same. This grant of exclusive lasting 
power of attorney is irrevocable during the lifetime of the Title Owner/Living Soul :[first-middle]©,
or until incapacity for any reason whatsoever when lasting power of attorney will pass from :
[first-middle]© to :[first-middle]©, wife of :[first-middle]©, then or if upon incapacity or death for 
any reason or cause whatsoever of :[first-middle]© will pass to :[first-middle]©, the 
[son/daugther] of :[first-middle]© and :[first-middle]©.

Do unto others as one would have done to you:
Witnessed by the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost:
Subscribed and sworn under the threat of perjury,
without prejudice,
all rights reserved,
in peace and in good faith

Date:                                                                    autograph:


